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Abstract—With increased penetration of new technol-
ogy in the distribution systems such as renewable energy
resources, flexible resources, and information and com-
munication technology, the distribution systems become
more complex and dynamic. The traditional reliability
analysis methods do not consider the new components
and technology and new considerations need to be
taken to address these new changes in the distribution
system. This paper presents an open-source reliability
assessment tool for smart and active distribution systems
(RELSAD). The tool aims to function as a foundation for
reliability calculation in the smart and active distribution
systems, where these new components and technologies
are included. The tool is made as a Python package built
up based on an object-oriented programming approach.
The method will be illustrated on the IEEE 33-bus system
with the inclusion of generation, battery, and ICT.

Keywords—Distribution systems, ICT, Object-oriented
programming, Python, Reliability assessment, Smart-
grid

I. INTRODUCTION

The electrical power system is under constant
change, and some of these changes are observed at
the distribution system level. With higher integration of
renewable energy resources, flexible end-users, energy
storage, and ICT components, the system becomes
more complex with bidirectional power and com-
munication flow [1], [2]. However, even though the
distribution system is moving towards an active system
with more similar behavior as the transmission system,
the distribution systems are still operated as radial or
weakly meshed systems.

The traditional reliability analysis methods for dis-
tribution systems do not consider the new compo-
nents and technologies in the distribution system [3].
Typically, only passive operation of the distribution
systems, often systems without any generation, is
considered. If generation units are present, they will
be disconnected during the whole outage period of the
faulted line and not participate in an active way to
restore supply to isolated system parts.

Reliability evaluation of radially operated distribu-
tion systems is conducted mainly through analytical
approaches or simulation. The common goal is to

evaluate the impact on the distribution system and the
system customers of the possible outage scenarios in
the system. The basic calculated reliability parameters
are the average failure rate, λs, average outage time,
rs, and average annual outage time, Us for the system.
In addition, it is common to calculate interruption
indices to give a better representation of the system
behavior.

In [4], multiple analytical approaches for evaluating
the reliability in distribution systems are described. A
mathematical representation of the distribution system
is constructed by evaluating the components and the
relation between them. To capture the dynamics in
the system behavior, Markov models can be applied.
From the state models, both transient and stationary
properties can be extracted, such as the availability and
the reliability of the system. To capture the structure
and the interrelation between the system components,
Markov models are not scalable. Alternatively, the
system can be represented by a structural model (such
as Reliability Block Diagrams and Fault trees), from
which minimal cut sets can be defined and stationary
system properties can determined. Another analytical
approach, RELRAD, uses the fault contribution from
all the network components to calculate the individual
load point reliability in the system [5]. However, these
methods consider the passive operation of the network
and are therefore not optimal when analyzing modern
distribution systems.

Through simulation, a more accurate representation
of a modern distribution system is possible. In a
simulation, information about the variability of the
reliability indices is included. Monte Carlo simulation
is the approach most frequently used for studying
combined ICT-power system [6]. Multiple studies have
used Monte Carlo simulation as an approach to evalu-
ate reliability in modern distribution systems with ICT
and active components such as distributed generators
(DG). In [7], a comprehensive study is conducted on
modeling smart distribution networks with ICT and
DGs. The reliability of a distribution system with the
possibility of creating intentional islands with DGs
is evaluated in [8] where a sequential Monte Carlo
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method is used to evaluate the reliability. Whereas in
[9], an overview of reliability models and methods for
distribution systems with renewable DGs is presented
with the focus on the impact from the DGs. Here,
Monte Carlo is often the preferred method. How-
ever, even though the studies illustrate comprehensive
methods, they do not bring forward a general tool
for the reliability assessment of modern distribution
systems. In [3], a survey of reliability assessment tech-
niques for modern distribution systems is conducted.
The research points out Monte Carlo simulation as
a commonly used strategy. This is mostly due to
its stochastic nature which allows for more accurate
modeling of the system where the complexity and
uncertainty of the system are considered. The paper
also points out the need for new reliability assessment
tools for active distribution systems.

This paper aims to introduce a tool for reliability
assessment in a smart and active power system. The
tool, RELSAD (RELiability tool for Smart and Active
Distribution networks), offers the following features:
• A foundation for calculating the reliability of

modern distribution systems with smart and active
components.

• A simulation tool that includes active participa-
tion of different power sources such as distributed
generation, microgrids, and batteries.

• A simulation tool that includes ICT components
and the dependency between the ICT components
and the power system.

The tool is made as a Python package openly available
at Github with package documentation [10]. The use
of the tool is demonstrated by examples performed
on the IEEE 33-bus network [11] including active and
smart components.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; In
Section II, the package structure is described, and the
system components are presented. Section III aims to
describe the core functionality of the method. A case
study is illustrated in Section V before the results are
presented and discussed in Section VI. The conclu-
sions are presented in Section VII with future work.

II. PACKAGE STRUCTURE

The structure of the program is divided into an
electrical power system part and an ICT system part.
This chapter aims to describe both system structures.

A. Electrical power system

The modeling of the electrical power system is di-
vided into two categories, 1) Systems and 2) Electrical
components. Fig. 1a and 1b illustrates the structure of
the systems and electrical components respectively.

The systems are based on a parent power system -
Ps, which further is built upon a combination of one or
more transmission systems - Ts, distribution systems
- Ds, and microgrids - Ms. The transmission network

Systems

Distribution system, Ds Microgrid, MsTransmission system, Ts

Power system, Ps

(a) The system structure of the power system networks
   Electrical components

Bus, b Line, l

Production unit, pu Disconnector, dCircuit breaker, cbBattery, pb

(b) The components structure of the power system components

Figure 1: The electrical power system structure

is not yet implemented and is therefore not discussed
in this paper.

Furthermore, the power systems are built up of
different electrical components such as lines - l, buses
- b, disconnectors - d, circuit breakers - cb, loads -
pd, production units - pu, and batteries - pb. Together,
both the implemented systems and the electrical com-
ponents in the systems constitute the power system.
The load is an attribute of a bus.

B. ICT system

The ICT system, Is, is built up of three different
communication components;

1) Controller, dc: The software containing the al-
gorithm such as SCADA system. The data center
is responsible for monitoring and computations
in the system. Functions as the controller of the
system.

2) Sensor, s: Such as intelligent electronic device
(IED) placed on the system lines. Sensors can
send line data information to the controller. The
data can be used to, e.g., find out which line is
faulty.

3) Intelligent switch, di: An Intelligent switch that
can receive commands about the switch position
from the controller and automatically open/close
the breaker.

The ICT components are placed inside the given
power system the component belongs to (Ds or Ms),
e.g., an intelligent switch is connected to a discon-
nector in a distribution system. Fig. 2 illustrates the
setup and communication between the different ICT
components. The sensor can send information about
the line to the controller whereas the controller can
command the intelligent switch to open or close a
switch automatically remotely.

C. Class structure

The reliability assessment tool is constructed based
on an object-oriented programming approach with a
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Sensor

Intelligent  
Switch

Control center

Figure 2: The communication component structure

class structure for the different network components.
The class structure is divided between an electrical
power network structure and an ICT network structure,
where the logic inside and between the different net-
work structures are implemented in the program. Fig.
3 illustrates the class structure based on the layers in
the system as well as the connection between the dif-
ferent classes. The electrical power system classes are
illustrated in blue, while the ICT component classes
are illustrated in green. First, a Ps is created before
a combination of one or multiple Ds and Ms. After
that, all the different components, both electrical and
ICT, can be created and added to the associated parts
of the system.

III. CORE FUNCTIONALITY

A. Monte Carlo simulation and incremental procedure

RELSAD calculates the reliability of a power sys-
tem through Monte Carlo simulations. The Monte
Carlo method is a stochastic simulation approach
based on a random sampling of input variables to
solve numerical problems such as stochastic prob-
lems. Monte Carlo uses randomness to compute the
statistical distributions of parameters of interest. In
the simulation, time steps are used to comprehend
the behavior of the power system to give a better
representation of the actual system. In RELSAD, a
sequential simulation model is developed with a user-
chosen increment interval.

First, Ps is created and initialized with all the
systems and components in the Ps. Algorithm 1 il-
lustrates the incremental procedure of the model. The
algorithm will first set the load and the production
at the nodes in the system before it will draw the
status of the components in the Ps. The algorithm
will then check for failures in the Ps. If there are
any failures, the Ds and/or Ms with failed components
will be divided into sub-systems and a load flow and
minimization problem will be solved for each sub-
system (see section III-C). After this, the systems and
components’ history variables are updated. The history
variables are further used to evaluate the reliability
for the whole system, Ps, the individual Ds and Ms,
and the individual load points. The rest of this section

will explain the different procedures of the reliability
evaluation in greater detail.

Algorithm 1: Increment procedure

1 Set bus pd and pu;
2 Draw component fail status;
3 if Failure in Ps (in systems, Ds and Ms) then
4 Find sub-systems;
5 foreach sub-system do
6 Update pb demand (charge or discharge

rate);
7 Run load flow;
8 Run optimization problem;
9 end

10 Update history variables;
11 end

B. Failure mode

The system is constructed with a user-specified
failure rate and repair time for the different system
components. Fig 4 illustrates a simple Markov model
of the system components. The system components
are, at the moment, implemented with three different
possible states, a working state when the component
is up and running, a failed state where the component
is down and not working, and a repair state where
the component is under repair. The failed state for
the controller is further divided into two different
failure modes, hardware failures, and software failures.
The repair state is a sub-state of the failed state,
but the difference is that the failed component is
acknowledged and is under repair.

The transition between the working state and the
failed state is decided based on the failure rate of the
component and is drawn by the simulator for each
increment. If the component is in a failed state, a new
state for the component will not be drawn until the
component is repaired.

The transition between the failed state and the repair
state can vary based on the time it takes for the
system to discover the failure on the failed component.
E.g., for an intelligent switch, the failure will not be
discovered until the switch is requested to open or
close. The same applies to the sensor, where the failure
is not discovered until the sensor is called upon. For
a failure on a line, the tc is decided by the sectioning
time of the system, i.e., the time it takes for the system
to find and isolate the failed section in the power
system, and the sectioning time is initialized by the
opening of the circuit breaker.

The transition between the repair state and the work-
ing state is determined by the outage or repair time
of the component. For the sensor and the controller
during software failures, the repair time follows a
multi-phase recovery as seen in Algorithm 2. This will
result in three different possible outcomes related to
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ICT components
Power system, Ps

Electrical components

Distribution system, Ds Microgrid, Ms

Bus, b Line, l

Production unit, pu Disconnector, dCircuit breaker, cbBattery, pb

Data center, dc

Sensor, s

Intelligent switch, di

Figure 3: The component structure

Ok Failed

Repair

Figure 4: A simple Markov model of the system
components. λc is the failure rate of component c, µc

is the repair rate of component c, and tc is the time
from component failure until the component is under
repair.

Algorithm 2: Repair procedure

1 if Failure on s or software failure on dc then
2 repair time = new signal time;
3 Draw signal success;
4 if Component new signal received then
5 return repair time ;
6 else
7 repair time += reboot time;
8 Draw reboot success;
9 if Reboot successful then

10 return repair time;
11 else
12 Start manual repair;
13 return repair time;
14 end
15 end
16 end

the time it takes for the system to address the failure
in the power system. First, a new signal is searched for.
If that fails, the component is rebooted. If the reboot
fails to fix the problem, the component needs manual
repair.

C. Load flow
To consider the behavior of the system, the state

of the system at the simulated time-step needs to be
calculated. This can be done by adding load flow cal-
culations into the simulation, calculating the condition
and behavior of the system at all the specified time
steps. In addition, the behavior of the battery, the DGs
and the other flexible resources are included and an
accurate calculation of the impact these sources have
on the Ps can be evaluated. The electrical consequence
of a failure can be calculated and changed load and
production can be simulated.

A load flow solver is implemented in the tool to
capture the behavior of the system. Since the system
includes smart and active components, which can re-
store some parts of the network, load flow calculations
are added to determine the electrical consequence of an
outage in the system. Since the model currently only
considers radially operated networks, the chosen load
flow solver is based on a Forward-Backward Sweep
(FBS) approach. The FBS will calculate the load flow
parameters of the network iteratively in a backward
and forward sweep order until convergence is achieved
[12], [13]. The FBS is preferred as the load flow
solver for radially operated networks since the FBS
approach does not go through the Jacobian matrix, as
the Newton-Raphson method, which for some weak
networks can cause an ill-conditioned matrix and result
in convergence problems for the load flow calculation.
The FBS approach is based on PyDSAL [14].

In addition to the load flow solver, a optimization
problem is implemented with the objective to deter-
mine the amount of shedded load in the network
that will minimize the Cost of Energy not Supplied
(CENS). This is subjected to load flow balance and
limitations in the network. The minimization problem
can be seen in eq. 1. Here Cn is the cost of shedding
load at node n while P s

n is the amount of shedded
power at node n. P g

j is the production from generator
j. P d

k is the load demand at node k while P l
i is the

power transferred over line i. γi = 1 if line i is the
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starting point, -1 if line i is the ending point of the
line. λj = 1 if there is a generation unit at node j, 0
else. µk = 1 if there is a load on node k, and µk = 0,
otherwise.

minimize
P s

n

Ps =

Nn∑
n=1

Cn · P s
n (1)

subject to:
Nl∑
i=1

γi · P l
i =

Ng∑
j=1

λj · P g
j −

Nn∑
k=1

µk · (P d
k − P s

k )

minP g
j ≤ P

g
j ≤ maxP g

j ∀j = 1, . . . , Ng

0 ≤ P s
k ≤ P d

k ∀k = 1, . . . , Nn∣∣P l
i

∣∣ ≤ maxP l
i ∀i = 1, . . . , Nl

D. Reliability indices

To evaluate the reliability of the Ps and the systems
contained in Ps, some reliability indices are calculated
during the increment procedure. These are updated in
the history variables of the different components and
systems in Ps.

The considered reliability indices calculated in REL-
SAD are divided into two different indices groups,
1) Load- and generation-oriented indices and 2)
Customer-oriented indices.

Load- and generation-oriented indices: The load-
and generation-oriented indices aim to indicate the
electrical consequence of failures in the system. The
energy not supplied in eq. 2 indicates how much power
is not being able to be served where Us is the outage
time of load point i and Pi is the load at load point i.

ENSs =
∑

UiPi (2)

The interruption cost for the system can be calcu-
lated as seen in eq. 3 [15], where ci is the specific
interruption cost for each customer category at load
point i.

CENSs =
∑

ENSici (3)

Customer-oriented indices: The customer-oriented
indices aim to indicate the reliability of the distribution
system by the interruption experienced by the cus-
tomers. There are multiple different types of indices,
but in this paper, only three important indices are
investigated,

1) System Average Interruption Frequency Index

SAIFI =

∑
∀i λiNi∑
Ni

(4)

where Ni is the total number of customers
served, and

∑
∀i λiNi is the total number of

customer interruptions. SAIFI is a measure of
the frequency of interruptions the customers in
the system expect to experience.

2) System Average Interruption Duration Index

SAIDI =

∑
UiNi∑
Ni

(5)

where
∑
∀i UiNi is total number of customer

interruption durations. SAIDI is a measure of the
expected duration of interruptions a customer is
expected to experience.

3) Customer Average Interruption Duration Index

CAIDI =

∑
UiNi∑
∀i λiNi

=
SAIDI

SAIFI
(6)

CAIDI is the ratio between SAIDI and SAIFI

and measures the average duration each given
customer in the system is expected to experience.

IV. USER INTERFACE

A. Networks

The user will have the opportunity to create the
network(s) to be investigated. The network should be
made in Python as a .py file. The user creates a Ps

before the different system components. The network
is created by connecting all the elements. For more
detailed information, see the documentation in the
package repository at Github [10].

B. Data input

After the Ps is created, a run file with the Monte
Carlo commands needs to be established. Here, the
load and generation at the buses are set. Data input
such as system load and production should be collected
through a self-made Python file (.py file), that can read
and fetch the system data. In the run file, the data is
included and connected to the right bus and generation
element. The load and production data are included
through Python dictionaries made in the run file. To
include cost function related to the different load types,
these should be included in the run file as a part of
the load dictionary.

Since the simulator allows for user-chosen time
steps, a function is included in the tool to interpolate
the data for the specified time step.

C. Simulation increment

RELSAD has a user-defined time interval, meaning
that the user can specify the simulation increment.
The system is built with a TIME utils class which
will convert all the time units used in the system
to a common time unit. Be aware that the reliability
evaluation will be less accurate with coarser time steps,
but with lower simulation time compared to a higher
resolved time step. In addition, the tool is implemented
with the possibility of parallel processing, which will
speed up the simulation time.
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V. CASE STUDY

A. Test network

The model is applied on the IEEE 33-bus system
seen in Fig. 5. The distribution system includes the
discussed ICT components, a battery placed on B30,
and a wind power plant placed on B15.

The network data and the reliability data can be seen
in Tab. I and Tab. II respectively. The increment is
set to one hour. The load data is generated based on
the FASIT requirement specification which has hourly
load increments and different load types [16]. The
weather data for the load profiles and the wind turbine
are collected from a location east in Norway.

Table I: Distribution system specifications

Component Specification

Battery
Max capacity: 1 MWh
Inverter capacity: 500 kW
Min SOC: 0.1

Wind power Max power: ∼ 5 MW
Load distribution system Peak load ∼ 6.3 MWh

Table II: Failure rate and repair time of the system
components. The failure rate and repair time for the
power system components are based on interruption
statistic from the Norwegian power system, while the
failure and repair rates for the ICT components are
based on [17].

Component Failure rate
[failure/year]

Outage
time/repair
time [h/failure]

Line 0.07 4
Transformer 0.007 8
Intelligent switch 0.03 2

Sensor 0.023
New signal: 2 sec
Reboot: 5 min
Manual repair: 2

Controller (hardware fail-
ure)

0.2 2.5

Controller (software fail-
ure)

12
New signal: 2 sec
Reboot: 5 min
Manual repair: 0.3

1) Battery strategy: The battery is assumed to fol-
low the electrical market in the system, meaning that
the batteries will sell and store energy based on market
prices. This will be simulated by predicting the SOC
level of the battery following a uniform distribution
between max and min SOC.

B. Scenario description

The case study aims to illustrate how the presented
model is working and how it calculates the reliability
in a more advanced power system. The case study
consists of four different scenarios seen below:

1) No ICT, storage, and generation in the dis-
tribution network: The network is operated
traditionally without any ICT and production
units present.

2) Distribution system with storage and gener-
ation, no ICT: Including the production units,
a battery, and wind turbines, in the system. The
system can now restore supply to some parts of
the system.

3) Distribution system with ICT, no storage
and generation: Including the ICT components,
sensor, controller, and intelligent switch. No
production units are present. Fast sectioning time
in the system when the ICT components are
working.

4) Distribution system with ICT, storage and
generation: The distribution system includes
ICT components, storage, and generation.

By using hourly increments in the simulation, some
information will be inaccurate. The time step is set
to one hour to follow the manual sectioning time of
the system. However, if there are ICT components
in the system, the sectioning time will in most of
the cases be very small (seconds or minutes during
some failure events), the shedded electrical power in
these time intervals will therefore not be accounted
for in an hourly increment simulation and the result
is, therefore, a little optimistic for the cases with ICT.

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Result

The network is simulated for the different cases
with a time interval of 1 hour. The result for the
simulations is illustrated in Tab. III. As expected,
the ENS will decrease for the cases with ICT and
generation units compared to the base case. The largest
difference can be seen for the cases with ICT since the
sectioning time is very low compared to the no-ICT
cases. This will lead to fewer load points experiencing
shedding and will also result in a lower SAIFI. The
case with only generation and battery will give lower
ENS compared to base cases since some parts of the
network will gain supply.

In addition, SAIDI is decreased for all the cases
compared to the base case since the load points
will experience a decreased period of shedded load.
However, CAIDI, the expected outage duration for the
customer, will increase. In the cases without ICT, all
the load points will experience an outage during the
sectioning time of the system forcing CAIDI closer to
one which is the period of the sectioning time. For
the cases with ICT however, only the customers that
are directly affected by the failure will experience an
outage in most of the cases. This will result in a much
lower SAIFI, but SAIDI will not decrease that much
since most of the outage time in the system is related
to the outage time of the system components and not
the sectioning time.

Another factor to consider is the simulation interval.
Since the simulation interval is set to 1 hour, the small
periods where the ICT system is searching for a new
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B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18

B19 B20 B21 B22

B23 B24 B25

B26 B27 B28 B29 B30 B31 B32 B33

Bus Line Circuit breaker Disconnector Intelligent switch Sensor

Figure 5: System topology with ICT

signal and rebooting are neglected. This means that the
result for the ICT cases is a bit optimistic compared to
a real situation. In addition, the result for CAIDI will
be off since the small sectioning time that will occur
in the cases with ICT is not considered. It is there-
fore important to consider simulation time up against
the measure of the accuracy of the result. A higher
time resolution on the simulation will give longer
simulation time, but will also give a more accurate
result. In this paper, the aim is to introduce RELSAD,
and a simulation time of 1 hour is acceptable for
this analysis. However, this is an important factor to
address and consider when building simulation tools.
A possible solution is to have a function that can create
a higher time resolution on the simulation interval
when this is needed during outages in the system. The
simulation interval during the outage will then be set
based on the situation of the components in the system,
but this is not yet implemented.

Table III: Reliability indices of the four cases

Case 1: No ICT, storage and generation in the distribution network

ENS SAIDI SAIFI CAIDI
39.8309 9.9317 5.4205 1.8322

Case 2: Distribution system with storage and generation, no ICT

ENS SAIDI SAIFI CAIDI
34.8709 9.8626 5.3633 1.8389

Case 3: Distribution system with ICT, no storage and generation

ENS SAIDI SAIFI CAIDI
16.6798 7.6166 1.0915 6.9781

Case 4: Distribution system with ICT, storage, and generation

ENS SAIDI SAIFI CAIDI
14.6094 7.5903 1.0894 6.9674

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has introduced RELSAD as a reliability
assessment tool for the future smart and active dis-
tribution system. RELSAD is built up as a Python
package based on object-oriented programming and
will be published as open-source for public use upon
publication of the paper. RELSAD introduce a simula-
tion method that includes DGs, batteries, microgrids,
and ICT components into the reliability evaluation of

modern distribution network. By this, it can compre-
hend the new components and technology and evaluate
the reliability of a modern distribution system.

One important factor to consider when using a
simulation tool is the time-step of the simulation. A
higher time resolution on the time-step gives a more
accurate result, but the simulation time will increase.
Therefore, it is important to determine the required
accuracy of a given problem.

A. Future work

The tool will be further developed, tested, docu-
mented, and made more robust. In addition, some
features will be addressed in more detail

1) Further development of the ICT components by
including more failure modes.

2) Investigate possible solutions for more precise
analysis of the result by having more resolved
time intervals or a more precise increment time-
line.

3) Include additional features such as the inclusion
of more ICT components and the ICT network.
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